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In just five minutes, it hit the hot search headlines.

For a time, Suzi’s popularity was higher than that of the popular traffic idol.

Many people feel that the melons that eat idols are not as big as this melon.

Many people are waiting for follow-up registration.

Waiting to see how this quiet, calm female Lao Nu was tearing several main
chambers at the same time by herself.

How many people are waiting for the on-site report to report it quickly!

The comments below are also like a surge.

Nightclub Sao Nian: D*mn, superb!

【Rhubarb】: This fisherman is open.

[Can’t sleep at night]: D*mn, when I stepped on the flower thief, I didn’t dare to
sleep when I saw this woman, I was afraid she would kill me!
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[Cooking knife without chaos] @[夜不眠]: If you can’t eat grapes, you would
say grapes sour. This woman’s goal is the upper class in Nancheng, and your
net worth is only enough for you to eat. Meal, you give her your life, and she
won’t look at you.

[Can’t sleep at night] @[坐怀不乱的菜刀]: It’s as if you were slept by this
fisherwoman.

[Cooking knife without chaos] @【夜不睡】: I won’t give her my life.

[Rhubarb]: Such a woman can become popular overnight, doesn’t it really
become that idiom to laugh or not to laugh.

Nightclub Sao Nian: It feels like the end of the world is here, and the sun is no
longer visible, the sun is covered by this woman.

[Night can’t sleep] @[夜會会盛年]: Although we all have the surname Ye, you
are definitely an uncivilized little fresh meat who knows nothing about the
world. The identification is complete.

[Cannot sleep at night] @[夜會會樂年]: Put a little fresh meat like you in front
of this old spicy meat fisherwoman, and within one round, she can turn you
into a pool of blood. No, there is no blood left. I’ll suck it all up for you!

…

In just a few minutes, there are hundreds of comments below, and they are
still growing rapidly and continuously.

Of course, Suzi hasn’t seen this hot search and these comments yet.

At this moment, Suzi had followed Siu into the small banquet hall. Only one
person in the banquet hall was known by Suzi.

That person is Walton.
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Seeing Walton gloating at misfortune and looking at Suzi with an expression
of death, there was no wave on Suzi’s face.

She knew Walton was there beforehand.

Sitting not far from Walton, the woman closest to Suzi, Suzi was a bit familiar.

But for a while, I couldn’t remember where I saw it.

I saw the woman glaringly waiting for Suzi, with the expression of wishing to
eat Suzi, and the woman clenched her fists in her hands, as if she was about
to smash Suzi into pieces in the next second.

Next to the woman, there was another woman. The other woman was very
similar to Siu, but she looked a few years younger than Siu.

Suzi guessed that the woman should be Siu’s older sister, Jun Liuye.

Jun Liuye is now consoling the woman who glared at the idol: “Ivy, you must
be calm. You must be calm. Today will definitely make you sigh.”

Ivy?

Oh!

Suzi remembered.

It was the queen star who once ordered herself to lift her shoes.

That night, Ivy was poured 90 glasses of red wine by Arron, and almost broke
her bladder. When she got out of the box, Ivy was framed like a dead dog and
thrown out.

Now, looking at Ivy’s posture, it’s revenge.



Sure enough, Ivy sneered darkly and said, “Suzi, are you here?”

Chapter 516
Suzi: “Yeah.”

In just one word, there is no more text, and the expression is as calm as ever.

At this moment, although they did not follow in, the reporters who all focused
on the entrance of the banquet hall took a long lens to record the scene.

They muttered this while recording.

“D*mn, this woman is really the best, she said she is the best, and she didn’t
even dare to say anything when she was in Chucang Jingweng and the
restricted film actor Marta in F country.”

“How do I feel that this woman’s routine seems to be in which direction she
wants to develop? If that’s the case, this woman can really make money.”

“Hey hey, don’t go far. See how she tears so many main rooms with her
hands. This is what the audience pays most attention to.”

“No! Take a closer look. That woman is the newly promoted actress Ivy who
has just retired a while ago. When Ivy retired, I heard that she seemed to be
forced to retreat. Is it possible that she also followed this woman? Related?”

“My first boy, this woman is really amazing!”

“Why did the new actress who are conscientiously acting hard have offended
her?”

“Shhh, don’t make a sound…”



The banquet hall was crowded with reporters.

Because Siu did not let them in, they did not dare to enter the banquet hall,
but this did not affect their follow-up registration.

At this moment, they held their breath and watched Suzi and Ivy’s rivalry.

As always, Suzi was not surprised.

In the words of dozens of reporters, Suzi’s expression called dead pigs not
afraid of boiling water.

Some people even admire it. Someone even said: “I’m curious now, but I want
to see, who is standing in front of this fraudulent woman who can make this
woman afraid? I don’t believe it, in this world. There is no one who can stop
fishing for women.”

“Yes, there is someone, this fisherwoman must be scared.”

“Who! Say it!”

“King of the South City, Arron! I don’t believe that if Arron comes, this woman
will not be afraid? She will definitely be afraid, okay? However, if things are
not there, Arron will not come. The current Arron is different. Six years ago,
how could a king of Nancheng take care of this kind of gossip, even if it did,
he must have his men chop the woman into mashed meat and bury it under
tens of meters, so that he would go outside and take care of it. Angry!”

“That’s right. Arron won’t come to such a place. Once Arron comes, this
woman will be dead.”

“Don’t talk, the camera is facing the big star and Suzi!”

Reporters, while you and I were discussing, Ivy also got up and came to Suzi.



“Suzi, because of you, I was drunk, and I had just gastric lavage and lavage
several times. Now my stomach can’t eat hard food, I can only eat liquid food.
This is all thanks to you, Suzi , You said how do I seek justice from you today?
Let you drink a cup, how about it?” Ivy asked unhurriedly.

Ivy still remembers that Suzi doesn’t drink, she can’t drink.

I thought that Suzi would be dying and would refuse.

Unexpectedly, Suzi said in a short one again: “Yeah.”

Ivy: “…” Almost choked to death.

In just an instant, she suddenly smiled and said: “Suzi, you think you brought
a man here today, and someone helped you drink, so you agreed so happy,
didn’t you? I tell you… “

“I don’t know him.” Suzi said again.

Ivy: “…”

The man who came in with Suzi: “Suzi, you want to dump me, no way!”

“Haha!” At this time, Walton, who had been silent behind her, finally said:
“Suzi, Suzi! You are really shameless as a woman! Now in this place, you can
still treat you nicely, so shameless. The savage man brought you to such a
place, because my fiancé defended you so much. If he knew the woman he
defended, it would be so shabby.

What would my man think of you!

You ba5tard! Your own filthy smell is stinking! You are here to harm me and
my fiance.



How did you come here with a squinting face today?

Oh, yes, I forgot, you are shameless.

You have no face at all!

Ai Daxingxing, if you have any grudges today, you will avenge it! We all
support you, since she dares to come here, does she think she can still have
the upper hand?
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Think you call so many reporters, do these reporters support her? “

Hearing Walton’s words like this, Ivy’s confidence was even stronger.

Ivy smiled slowly and said: “Suzi, you think you are amazing, and I am also a
worse person. The last time I was forced to drink 90 glasses, you are going to
drink 180 glasses of wine today.

Moreover, it has to be white wine!



Today i have to drink or not! “

Suzi asked calmly: “As long as I drink, is that okay?”

“Of course!” Ivy rolled her eyes and sneered.

One hundred and eighty glasses of wine.

If you don’t drink it to death, you’re the one to blame!

“Okay!” Suzi jumped out again word by word: “I drink.”

As long as drinking one hundred and eighty times the wine, this Hongmen
banquet will be over, and they will be able to spare her words, Suzi thinks it is
worth it.

She also knew that one hundred and eighty times the wine would probably
drink to death.

But, what if you can’t die if you drink it?

Even if the intestines are pierced, even if the entire stomach is removed.

However, as long as she can live and watch her daughter grow up, Suzi is
willing to drink it.

Seeing Suzi’s promise so happily, Siu, who was manipulating everything next
to him, couldn’t hide his joy.

Ha!

How fun!

Even if Suzi really drank to death, it was Ivy who forced Suzi to death.



Humph!

“Bring the wine!” Siu raised his hand and snapped his fingers to the waiter.

The waiter was about to go out when two people came in suddenly at the
door: “Wait a minute!”

The waiter was taken aback.

The people in the banquet hall were also taken aback.

They looked towards the door one after another.

The crowd of reporters at the door couldn’t help but step aside. They all
wanted to see who came, and they all wanted to see what kind of plot would
happen next.

They look forward to it.

The person who came in was Linda, behind Linda, there was also this tall and
handsome foreign guy.

The foreign guy was all smiles, and Linda took the foreign guy’s wrist, and the
two of them walked in slowly like golden boys and girls.

The moment he stepped into the door, Linda let go of the foreign guy’s hand,
looked at everyone present, and then at the reporter, and said in a very
righteous tone: “My name is Linda. I have worked with Suzi for three times.
Weeks, her at the same time.

I am the female designer who was blackmailed by Suzi for 100,000 yuan.

This woman, Suzi, is simply crazy. She not only forged fake academic
qualifications and fake resumes, she also maliciously tampered with my



artwork and caused me to make mistakes, and then she blackmailed me 100
thousand yuan! “

As soon as Linda said these words, the denunciations of reporters outside the
door began one after another.

“Oh my God, this woman is so evil!”

“Blackmail, she even blackmailed!”

“Just because of her ability to seduce men, she even blackmailed, and even
smashed the money for a female designer who worked hard to make money.”

“This woman is really heinous!”

While the reporters were discussing one after another, the handsome foreign
guy next to Linda had already arrived in front of Suzi.

He was very surprised and said: “Suzi, it’s you, you…you make me easy to
find!”

Chapter 518
Suzi was also surprised when he saw Daniel.

She knew Daniel three years ago.

At that time, Suzi was still working as an on-site engineer on a construction
site in Quxian County. One day, while she was busy directing at the scene, a
young guy with a SLR camera in hand was shooting non-stop on the spot,
muttering in his mouth while shooting: “Very good! very good!”.

Suzi walked in and saw that it turned out to be a foreign guy.



Daniel stepped back while taking pictures of the architectural landscape. He
didn’t notice that an excavator was driving towards him behind him. The cab
of the excavator was very high, and the driver couldn’t see anyone at close
range at all. When he was just a little short of cutting Daniel under the car,
Suzi, who was quick-eyed and handy, pushed Daniel away suddenly.

The two hugged each other and rolled out.

At that time, Suzi’s arm was wiped off half a slap and a large piece of flesh,
which took several months.

For this reason, Daniel regarded Suzi as his lifesaver.

Later, after the two became familiar with each other gradually, Daniel
discovered that Suzi is also an architectural designer, and Suzi’s design
philosophy is very similar to his. At that time, Daniel asked Suzi, “You
completed it in the European School of Architecture. Your studies?”

Suzi smiled sadly: “No, I haven’t finished college.”

Daniel was even more surprised: “But your design level…”

Speaking of her design level, Suzi thought of Aunt Shanna. Her mood became
even more sad and her tone of voice was very sad: “My mentor has passed
away. She worked abroad for nearly 20 years, like me. My mentor was a
university abroad, but I really didn’t finish university. My abilities were all
taught by my mentor.”

Hearing Suzi’s self-report, Daniel admired Suzi even more: “Suzi, I didn’t
expect you to be so honest. It doesn’t matter if you don’t go to university or
you don’t study abroad. But your architectural style is a combination of
Chinese and Western styles, and your design philosophy is to complement
each other. It’s really attractive to me. You have many ways to deal with it, and
even I admire it. I only came here this time in a small remote county town with



the purpose of looking for something different. Suzi, would you like to help
me?”

Suzi is very happy.

She is a very kind girl who is willing to help others by nature. As long as
someone gives her a little warmth, she will repay her with fate.

Although she saved Daniel’s life, Suzi felt that it was a kind of warmth when
he saw Daniel trusting her so much. What’s more, she and Daniel were both
engaged in the construction business. They shared common hobbies and
Daniel was interested. The matter is also something that Suzi is interested in,
so Suzi is very willing to help Daniel complete his design.

It was a small church designed for a very developed small country in Northern
Europe.

The two completed a work very well, and Daniel had to pay Suzi before he
left, but Suzi didn’t ask for it.

Suzi is very happy to be able to complete a work by himself. Besides, he had
a good income at the time, so Suzi did not have the concept of being too
greedy for money. She felt that being able to teach a friend like Daniel was the
biggest gain.

However, since Daniel returned to China three years ago, they have lost
contact.

Suzi didn’t pay much attention to this matter either.

Three years later, Suzi had already forgotten Daniel. After three years, Suzi
was looted back to Nancheng by Arron. Suzi never expected that Daniel
would find Nancheng.

At this moment, Suzi didn’t know what to say.



She was a little embarrassed.

When a foreign friend saw her embarrassed and besieged by a group, Suzi
felt that she was particularly shameless.

She coughed twice, her voice still calm: “Daniel, long time no see.”
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Linda, who was still holding her arm just now: “…”

After a few seconds, Linda said in a sharp voice: “Daniel, didn’t you say you
want to help me beat up this liar, the blackmailer? What are you doing now!
You won’t be seduced by this girl! “

Daniel looked back at Linda and asked incredulously: “Ms. Linda, if the liar
you mentioned is my good friend, my savior, my mentor Suzi, then I will
immediately I’ll beat you up!”

When he finished speaking, Daniel immediately raised his fist and grinned and
glared at Linda.



Linda took a few steps back in shock. She stammered at Daniel: “Daniel, what
do you mean? What are you talking about, what your friend, your savior, your
mentor? You are talking about this. Prisoner, blackmail and deceive women?”

“You are not allowed to insult Suzi!” Daniel said viciously.

Linda: “…”

All the people present were also staring blankly.

Sisters Siu and Jun Liuye, look at me and I look at you.

Walton, who was sitting at the side, also looked stunned and waited.

What’s the situation?

This handsome foreign guy who came in actually regarded Suzi as a good
friend, a lifesaver, or even a mentor to his profession?

At this time, Linda had already reacted. She tremblingly asked: “Daniel, you
are a very famous avant-garde architect in the world. You said…Suzi is your
mentor, How is this possible? I have never heard you say it.”

Daniel hugged Suzi with one arm, and then looked at Linda with a sneer: “I
have discussed architectural design with you, but in the past few years I have
known you, I haven’t seen any progress in your design. God, I saw that the
design you uploaded to your personal social platform is quite new, and the
design method is a bit similar to my mentor. This is why I came to your
company today to find you.

But I did not expect that the liar and blackmail in your mouth turned out to be
my mentor!

Linda!



I am not familiar with you, of course I will not tell you what I cherish in my
heart, so of course you don’t know that my mentor is Suzi! “

Daniel shouted to Suzi one by one.

This made Suzi somewhat uncomfortable.

Suzi didn’t teach Daniel anything, it was nothing more than some domestic
construction methods. Although this method was soil, it was retained through
thousands of years of practice. When she and Daniel co-designed the small
church in Northern Europe So he told Daniel about his many years of
experience and some practical experience on the spot.

Unexpectedly, Daniel regarded her as a mentor.

“Daniel, there is nothing to do with you here, you should go back first.” Even
though Suzi was very grateful to Daniel, she could only calmly say this to
Daniel on the surface.

At this time, a group of reporters snapped.

“Don’t shoot, you guys don’t shoot first! Daniel, make it clear, whose friend
you are!” Linda asked angrily.

Daniel said word by word: “Of course I am Suzi’s friend!”

Chapter 520
Linda: “…”

She couldn’t believe it. She said bad things about Suzi to Daniel along the
way. She regrets it very much now. When she said Suzi to Daniel, she never
mentioned Suzi’s name, but used’Lao’ all the way. Instead of words such as



“female scammer” and “prisoner”, it never occurred to him that Daniel was a
friend of Suzi.

Moreover, Daniel actually supports Suzi so much.

This slapped Linda in the face hard.

This was unexpected to Linda and everyone present.

However, Suzi’s face was still indifferent.

Suzi didn’t feel very happy because he had a helper, but attacked.

She didn’t.

She just feels that she is already in jail, so why bother other people? What’s
more, this is a young man from abroad. The young man is an architect and
has a promising future. It would be a pity if I spent it here. .

Suzi calmly said to Daniel once again: “Daniel, please go back, no matter
what your business is here.”

Daniel distressedly once again hugged Suzi with one arm tightly: “Suzi, tell me
what happened? You are now besieged by so many people, Linda has
criticized you all the way, your situation is very dangerous, how could I lose it?
Don’t you care about it? Tell me, what happened?”

Suzi shook his head without any explanation.

“They say you are a liar? They say you have been in jail before? They say you
forged a fake education and a fake resume? Linda said you blackmailed her
one hundred thousand yuan and almost squeezed her job out. Are these
true?” Daniel Asked Suzi in bad Chinese.



Suzi nodded: “Yeah.”

“Why?” Daniel asked puzzledly: “Who is threatening you?”

“Do you have something unspeakable?”

“Suzi, what the hell is going on, tell me the truth, and I will help you.”

“Suzi, who is this man! Ah, when did you hook up! You have to make it clear to
me!” The man who had just come in with Suzi questioned Suzi again.

This man is very good at grabbing people.

After asking, he raised his eyes and glanced at Siu.

Siu raised her voice immediately and asked: “Suzi, you are really worthy of
being the number one fisherwoman in the South City. You are so sassy. You
don’t even want to let go of crooked nuts, you can find you here. Here, what
do you want to do, do you want to take your two fools with men here for a big
fight. I think we are all women here, so bully, right?

Or, you hired all the reporters, just to show off how many men you captured in
front of the reporters, didn’t you? “

These words immediately reminded those reporters.

They are another wave of live transmission pictures.

Then let the copy seize all the time to sort out and send it out.

This melon is really wave after wave. Eat it to break your belly!

In less than five minutes, two men had gathered in front of Suzi.



Moreover, there are also both Chinese and Western.

The topic from the copywriters is: Will these two men fight, wait and see.

However, this woman Suzi is truly amazing. When things have developed to
this point, she hasn’t seen this woman blushing and heartbeat. Her
psychological quality is really strong. This is a better way to say.

The ugly saying is that dead pigs are not afraid of boiling water and
shameless.

Said it was a dead pig, but Suzi was a big living person after all.

I guess, based on the current situation, there is only one person in Jeonnam
City that she is afraid of.

That is Arron, the king of Nancheng!

I don’t believe it. If Arron came to suppress her personally, wouldn’t she be
afraid?

That’s it!


